8th Executive Committee Meeting Agenda
Lawrenceville, Georgia
Sunday, February 19, 2012
Time 01.00 PM Eastern Time/ 12.00 PM Central Time

Membership & Life Member Drive - Gobinda/ Ram/ Madhav Mainali. There are about 35 possible hopefuls to become life members in the near future.

Entrepreneur Database/- Dhana will be working with Shailendra on an online form that can be used to gather info of entrepreneurs.

Website reform - Sagun/ Shailendra (migration of server blog, slide photos on homepage, format outlook, advertisement, Craigslist, buy/sale)

Nepal Cultural Center - Dipendra (Walk/ Run event/ New Year musical with NAG) This will be on March 17 at 10am. Dhana will get 5 sponsors for $100 each to raise money for T-Shirts.

There are multiple NASeA Facebook page that needs to be reduced to only one. Sanjeeb will talk with Samir in closing the NASeA Facebook opened by Samir.

8th ANNA NASeA Convention - Dhana/ Dr. Baral/ Ram/ Dr. Tilak (Committee formation, 4th co-chair Dr. Divya Pradhan, Proceedings from past convention, Election to fill one executive member was denied by majority of members)

Add a legal advisor to NASeA so that we can freely ask question. Raja Ghale will look into finding a person to fill as legal advisor.

Need to increase the number for the email list.

Moving website to another server, rough cost of $80 per year. Sanjeeb ji will follow up with Samir Upadhya and once this is done we will port the website to the new server.

Bimal Nepal - NASeA moving ahead with the monthly meeting between the state organizations.

Kumar KC and Mohan Bista - Sports Festival, there will be top soccer teams coming from North Carolina, Tennessee, Florida and Georgia along with other states will be coming together during Memorial day. Other sports being planned are badminton and chess.

Ram Baral - We had a successful poetry competition during our last convention. We are making progress with the lead of our committees.

Everyone approved the endorsement of Dr. Dibya Pradhan as our 4th co-chair for the convention.

Lila Karki - Mega March is about the blood drive that will be going on in GA need minimum of 30 donors.

Need couple of volunteers for this event. In our last blood drive in Clayton there were 100 t-shirts ready for distribution to the blood donors however there were less than half that donating blood. We need to generate awareness and increase participation.

NASeA Magazine – Choonami/ Ramesh P./ Sanjeeb

“Run for Fun” in Atlanta – Sabina/ Dipendra

NASeA- NMSS Diabetes Project – Ram/ Priit Khatri/ Dr. Karki

Life member appreciation Dinner in May, Birmingham – Ram – Suman

Regional Poetry Festival - Bimal

APAC Cultural Activities - Janak/ Dipendra/ Raja

Summer camp/ fair – Sangita/ Sushma


President’s/Executive’s schedule - Sanjeeb

Other